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James M. Buchanan Jr. is a very noted economist in the present age of 
America. He won the 1986 Nobel prize in Economic Science.  Buchanan is the 
most famous initiator and representative of Public Choice School and 
Constitutional Economics. The methodology of public choice is a very 
important analytical tool. Buchanan studied the potential and fatalness of the 
government with the methodology of public choice and educed the unique 
constitutional democracy theory. This thesis firstly expounds constitutional 
democracy theory of James M. Buchanan，and then gives it some correlative 
comments. 
This thesis consists of three chapters： 
The first chapter introduces the forming process of constitutional 
democracy theory. Constitutional democracy theory came into being slowly 
during the long course of Buchanan pondering upon and inquiring into the role 
of the state and had been perfected gradually in some of his writings. These 
writings have some inherent logic relationship.  
The second chapter dissertates the prime contents of constitutional 
democracy theory. Buchanan argues against total state according to the analysis 
of public choice. The intervention of total state cannot but result in government 
failure. In order to resolve the problem of government failure, Buchanan put 
forwards constitutional democracy theory. Constitutional democracy theory is 
the nuclear content in his Constitutional Economics. Constitutional democracy 
is a limited democracy under the constraint of the constitution. In order to 
constrain government effectively,a new constitution of the economic and 
political action is needed. Buchanan regards the competitive federal structure as 
the best political structure to actualize constitutional democracy.It is difficulty to 
prevent the depreciation of social moral only by constitutional democracy. In 
order to restore the destroyed social capital,institutional reform and moral 














The third chapter makes some comments on constitutional democracy 
theory. Constitutional democracy theory has an important creative meaning. It 
inaugurates a new visual angle in the study of state and promotes the progress of 
the state theory of institutionalism. As Buchanan fixes its attention mainly on the 
democracy of America, both his theory and the methodology of his theory have 
quite a few limitations. The constitutional democracy theory of Buchanan has 
the characteristics of a Utopia. 
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布坎南在 1985年后的一段时期，兴趣朝向两个不同但又最终密切相关
的方向发展，一个是宪法分析，一个是伦理学与经济学的划分界限问题。
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